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Agriculture

Waterlogging Signalling and Tolerance in
Plants
Biological nitrogen fixation has essential role in N
cycle in global ecosystem. Several types of nitrogen
fixing bacteria are recognized: the free-living bacteria
in soil or water; symbiotic bacteria making root
nodules in legumes or non-legumes; associative
nitrogen fixing bacteria that resides outside the plant
roots and provides fixed nitrogen to the plants;
endophytic nitrogen fixing bacteria living in the roots,
stems and leaves of plants. In this book there are 11
chapters related to biological nitrogen fixation,
regulation of legume-rhizobium symbiosis, and
agriculture and ecology of biological nitrogen fixation,
including new models for autoregulation of nodulation
in legumes, endophytic nitrogen fixation in sugarcane
or forest trees, etc. Hopefully, this book will contribute
to biological, ecological, and agricultural sciences.

Microbial Ecology of Aerial Plant
Surfaces
Providing a comprehensive overview of cutting-edge
research on Omics applications in plant sciences
field,“Plant Stress Tolerance” focuses on different
approaches towards plant stress tolerance including
both biotic stresses and abiotic stresses. This book
outlines the challenges facing this area of research,
with solid, up-to-date information for graduate
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students, academic scientists and researchers on
using the recent advances of Omics technologies on
plant stresses.

Review of Invertebrate Biological Control
Agents Introduced Into Europe
In biology, the very big global and thevery small
molecular issues currently appear to be in the
limelight ofpublic interest and research funding
policies. They are in danger of drifting apart from
each other. They apply very coarse and very fine
scaling, respectively, but coherence is lost when the
various intermediate levels of different scales are
neglected. Regarding SALINITY we are clearly dealing
with a global problem, which due to progressing
salinization of arable land is of vital interest for
society. Explanations and basic understanding as well
as solutions and remedies may finally lie at the
molecular level. It is a general approach in science to
look for understanding of any system under study at
the next finer (or "lower") level of scaling. This in itself
shows that we need a whole ladder of levels with
increasingly finer steps from the global impact to the
molecular bases of SALINITY relations. It is in this vein
that the 22 chapters of this book aim at providing an
integrated view of SALINITY.

Plant Stress Physiology
Fruit ripening is an important aspect of fruit
production. The timing of it affects supply chains and
buying behaviour, and for consumers ripeness not
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only affects perceptions of health but has nutritional
effects too. Ripeness is closely related to spoilage
which has a major financial impact on agricultural
industries. Currently there are fast moving
developments in knowledge of the factors affecting
fruit ripeness, and this up-to-date monograph seeks
to draw together the disparate research in this area.
The aim of the book is to produce a comprehensive
account covering almost every area related to fruit
ripening including the latest molecular mechanisms
regulating fruit ripening, its impact on human
nutrition and emerging research and technologies.

The Soybean
Following the green revolution and transgenic crop
development, another revolutionary progress has
been experienced in plant breeding in the last decade
with the application of marker-assisted selection
(MAS), next-generation sequencing (NGS), and gene
editing techniques together with omic technologies,
including genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and
phenomics. Thus, this book is structured into two
sections: "Marker-Assisted Breeding" and "RNA-seq
and Gene Editing in Plants," which aim to provide a
reference for students, instructors, and scientists on
recent innovative advances in plant-breeding
programs to cultivate crops for tomorrow.

Halophytes and Climate Change
The book entitled Medicinal Plants and Natural
Product Research describes various aspects of
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ethnopharmacological uses of medicinal plants;
extraction, isolation, and identification of bioactive
compounds from medicinal plants; various aspects of
biological activity such as antioxidant, antimicrobial,
anticancer, immunomodulatory activity, etc., as well
as characterization of plant secondary metabolites as
active substances from medicinal plants.

Plant Stress Tolerance
This book offers an up-to-date review of the
regulatory role of nitric oxide (NO) changes in the
morphological, physio-biochemical as well as
molecular characteristics of plants under abiotic
stress. The first of two parts comprises four chapters
and focuses on the properties, chemical reactions
involving NO and reactive nitrogen species in plants.
The second part, consisting of eleven chapters,
describes the current understanding of the role of NO
in the regulation of gene expression, NO signaling
pathways and its role in the up-regulation of the
endogenous defense system and programmed cell
death. Furthermore, its interactions with other
signaling molecules and plant hemoglobins under
environmental and soil related abiotic stresses,
including post-harvest stress in fruits, vegetables and
ornamentals and wounding are discussed in detail.
Together with the companion book Nitric Oxide in
Plants: Metabolism and Role in Stress Physiology, this
volume provides a concise overview of the field and
offers a valuable reference work for teachers and
researchers in the fields of plant physiology,
biochemistry and agronomy.
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Modeling Physiology of Crop
Development, Growth and Yield
The changing climatic scenario has affected crop
production in the adverse ways, and the impact of it
on agriculture is now emerging as a major priority
among crop science researchers. Agriculture in this
changing climatic scenario faces multiple diverse
challenges due to a wide array of demands. Climateresilient agriculture is the need of the hour in many
parts of the world. Understanding the adverse effects
of climatic change on crop growth and development
and developing strategies to counter these effects are
of paramount importance for a sustainable climateresilient agriculture. This multiauthored edited book
brings out sound climate-resilient agriculture
strategies that have a strong basic research
foundation. We have attempted to bridge information
from various diverse agricultural disciplines, such as
soil science, agronomy, plant breeding, and plant
protection, which can be used to evolve a need-based
technology to combat the climatic change in
agriculture.

Plant Electrophysiology
Plants use the Sun´s energy to synthesize the basic
biomolecules that make up all the organic matter of
all organisms of terrestrial ecosystems, including
ourselves. Therefore, understanding their adaptive
mechanisms to variations of environmental factors,
both biotic and abiotic, is fundamental, and
particularly relevant in the current context of rapid
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climate change. Some of the most important adaptive
mechanisms of plants are the electrical and chemical
signaling systems for the exchange of information
between proximally and distally located cells. These
signalling systems allow plants to dynamically
coordinate the activities of all cells under a diversity
of situations. In this Research Topic, we present eight
articles that bring up new hypothesis and data to
understand the mechanisms of systemic electrical
signaling and the central role that it plays in adapting
the whole plant to different stresses, as well as new
findings on intracellular calcium and nitric oxidebased signaling pathways under stress, which could
be extrapolated to non-plant research.

Nitric Oxide Action in Abiotic Stress
Responses in Plants
The book provides chapters on sex hormones and
their modulation in neurodegenerative processes and
pathologies, from basic molecular mechanisms,
physiology, gender differences, to neuroprotection
and clinical aspects for potential novel
pharmacotherapy approaches. The book contains 14
chapters written by authors from various biomedical
professions, from basic researchers in biology and
physiology to medicine and veterinary medicine,
pharmacologists, psychiatrist, etc. Chapters sum up
the past and current knowledge on sex hormones,
representing original new insights into their role in
brain functioning, mental disorders and
neurodegenerative diseases. The book is written for a
broad range of audience, from biomedical students to
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highly profiled medical specialists and biomedical
researchers, helping them to expand their knowledge
on sex hormones in neurodegenerative processes and
opening new questions for further investigation.

Advances in Biology and Ecology of
Nitrogen Fixation
Soil salinity is destroying several hectares of arable
land every minute. Because remedial land
management cannot completely solve the problem,
salt tolerant crops or plant species able to remove
excessive salt from the soil could contribute
significantly to managing the salinity problem. The
key to engineering crops for salt tolerance lies in a
thorough understanding of the physiological
mechanisms underlying the adaptive responses of
plants to salinity. Plant Salt Tolerance: Methods and
Protocols describes recent advances and techniques
employed by researchers to understand the molecular
and ionic basis of salinity tolerance and to investigate
the mechanisms of salt stress perception and
signalling in plants. With chapters written by leading
international scientists, this book covers nearly 30
different methods, such as microelectrode and
molecular methods, imaging techniques, as well as
various biochemical assays. Written in the highly
successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM series
format, chapters contain introductions to their
respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and
reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible
laboratory protocols, and notes on troubleshooting
and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and easily
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accessible, Plant Salt Tolerance: Methods and
Protocols serves as an essential read for every
student or researcher tackling various aspects of the
salinity problem.

Halophytes for Food Security in Dry
Lands
Plant neurobiology is a newly emerging field of plant
sciences. It covers signalling and communication at all
levels of biological organization – from molecules up
to ecological communities. In this book, plants are
presented as intelligent and social organisms with
complex forms of communication and information
processing. Authors from diverse backgrounds such
as molecular and cellular biology, electrophysiology,
as well as ecology treat the most important aspects of
plant communication, including the plant immune
system, abilities of plants to recognize self, signal
transduction, receptors, plant neurotransmitters and
plant neurophysiology. Further, plants are able to
recognize the identity of herbivores and organize the
defence responses accordingly. The similarities in
animal and plant neuronal/immune systems are
discussed too. All these hidden aspects of plant life
and behaviour will stimulate further intense
investigations in order to understand the
communicative plants in their whole complexity.

Crop Response to Waterlogging
Key features: Describes the effects and responses of
the macro and micro levels of crops under the
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different components of climate change Reports on
the adaptation and resilience of food production
systems within the changing climate Covers how
plants cope with the changing climate including
physiological, biochemical, phenotype, and ecosystem
responses Provides an in-depth discussion on the
importance of agricultural education connected to
climate change Presenting an overview of
agroecology within the framework of climate change,
this book looks at the impact of our changing climate
on crop production and agroecosystems, reporting on
how plants will cope with these changes, and how we
can mitigate these negative impacts to ensure food
production for the growing population. It explores the
ways that farmers can confront the challenges of
climate change, with contributed chapters from
around the world demonstrating the different
challenges associated with differing climates.
Examples are provided of the approaches being taken
right now to expand the ecological, physiological,
morphological, and productive potential of a range of
crop types. Giving readers a greater understanding of
the mechanisms of plant resilience to climate change,
this book provides new insights into improving the
productivity of an individual crop species as well as
bringing resistance and resiliency to the entire
agroecosystem. It offers a strong foundation for
changing research and education programs so that
they build the resistance and resilience that will be
needed for the uncertain climate future ahead.

Insect Physiology and Ecology
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This book compiles new findings in plant
electrophysiology from the work of internationally
renowned experts in the fields of electrophysiology,
bio-electrochemistry, biophysics, signal transduction,
phloem transport, tropisms, ion channels, plant
electrochemistry, and membrane transport. Opening
with a historical introduction, the book reviews
methods in plant electrophysiology, introducing such
topics as measuring membrane potentials and ion
fluxes, path-clamp technique, and electrochemical
sensors. The coverage includes experimental results
and their theoretical interpretation.

Natural Remedies for Pest, Disease and
Weed Control
This book sheds new light on the role of various
environmental factors in regulating the metabolic
adaptation of medicinal and aromatic plants. Many of
the chapters present cutting-edge findings on the
contamination of medicinal plants through horizontal
transfer, as well as nanomaterials and the
biosynthesis of pharmacologically active compounds.
In addition, the book highlights the impacts of
environmental factors (e.g., high and low
temperature, climate change, global warming, UV
irradiation, intense sunlight and shade, ozone, carbon
dioxide, drought, salinity, nutrient deficiency,
agrochemicals, waste, heavy metals, nanomaterials,
weeds, pests and pathogen infections) on medicinal
and aromatic plants, emphasizing secondary
metabolisms. In recent years, interest has grown in
the use of bioactive compounds from natural sources.
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Medicinal and aromatic plants constitute an important
part of the natural environment and agro-ecosystems,
and contain a wealth of chemical compounds known
as secondary metabolites and including alkaloids,
glycosides, essential oils and other miscellaneous
active substances. These metabolites help plants
cope with environmental and/or external stimuli in a
rapid, reversible and ecologically meaningful manner.
Additionally, environmental factors play a crucial role
in regulating the metabolic yield of these biologically
active molecules. Understanding how medicinal plants
respond to environmental perturbations and climate
change could open new frontiers in plant production
and in agriculture, where successive innovation is
urgently needed due to the looming challenges in
connection with global food security and climate
change. Readers will discover a range of revealing
perspectives and the latest research on this vital
topic.

Climate Resilient Agriculture
Halophytes for Food Security in Dry Lands addresses
the concerns surrounding global food scarcity,
especially focusing on those living in arid and dry
lands The book touches on food crises in dry regions
of the world and proposes halophytes as an alternate
source of consumption for such areas. Halophytes,
those plants that thrive in saline soil and provide
either food source options themselves, or positively
enhance an eco-system’s ability to produce food, and
are thus an important and increasingly recognized
option for addressing the needs of the nearly 1/6 of
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the world’s population that lives in these arid and
semi-arid climates. Including presentations from the
2014 International Conference on Halophytes for Food
Security in Dry Lands, this book features insights from
the leading researchers in the subject. It is a valuable
resource that includes information on the nutritional
value of halophytes, their genetic basis and potential
enhancement, adaption of halophytes, and lessons
learned thus far. Provides comprehensive coverage of
the importance and utilization of halophytes to
compensate the demand of food in whole world
especially in the dry regions Contains insights from
ecological to molecular fields Includes edible
halophytes as well as those that enhance foodproducing eco-systems Presents information for
improving abiotic stress tolerance in plants

Heat Shock Proteins and Stress
This book compiles new findings from the work of
internationally renowned experts in plant
electrophysiology, biophysics, bioelectrochemistry,
ion channels, membrane transport, imaging of water
transport, photosynthesis, mechanosensors, osmotic
motors, sensing and actuation in plants. First volume
covers modern methods in plant electrophysiology
and cell electrophysiology. Second volume deals with
signal transduction and responses in plants.

Salinity Tolerance in Plants: Mechanisms
and Regulation of Ion Transport
The importance of the sustainability of rice farming;
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The origins and history of rice farming; Rice farming
today; The biophysical basis of the sustainability of
rice farming; Maintaining the nutrient requirements of
rice; Maintaining water supplies for rice; Social and
economic factors and the sustainability of rice
farming; Concerns about the sustainability of rice
faming; Increasing and sustaining rice production.

Plant Stress Physiology, 2nd Edition
Natural Remedies for Pest, Disease and Weed Control
presents alternative solutions in the form of ecofriendly, natural remedies. Written by senior
researchers and professionals with many years of
experience from diverse fields in biopesticides, the
book presents scientific information on novel plant
families with pesticidal properties and their
formulations. It also covers chapters on microbial pest
control and control of weeds by allelopathic
compounds. This book will be invaluable to plant
pathologists, agrochemists, plant biochemists,
botanists, environmental chemists and farmers, as
well as undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Details microbial biopesticides and other bio-botanical
derived pesticides and their formulation Contains
case studies for major crops and plants Discuses
phytochemicals of plant-derived essential oils

Advances in Plant Pathology
A fully revised review of the latest research in
molecularbasis of plant abiotic stress response and
adaptation Abiotic stressors are non-living
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environmental stressors thatcan have a negative
impact on a plants ability to grow and thrivein a given
environment. Stressors can range from temperature
stress(both extreme heat and extreme cold) water
stress, aridity,salinity among others. This book
explores the full gamut of plantabiotic stressors and
plants molecular responses and adaptations
toadverse environmental conditions. The new edition
of Plant Abiotic Stress providesup-to-date coverage of
the latest research advances in plantabiotic stress
adaptation, with special emphasis on the
associatedand integrative aspects of physiology,
signaling, andmolecular-genetics. Since the last
edition, major advances inwhole genome analysis
have revealed previously unknown linkagesbetween
genes, genomes, and phenotypes, and new biological
and–omics approaches have elucidated previously
unknown cellularmechanisms underlying stress
tolerance. Chapters are organized by topic, but
highlight processes thatare integrative among diverse
stress responses. As with the firstedition, Plant Abiotic
Stress will have broad appeal toscientists in fields of
applied agriculture, ecology, plantsciences, and
biology.

Salinity: Environment — Plants —
Molecules
The fact that most of the suitable land has already
been cultivated, meeting a projected target of a 50%
increase in the global food production by 2050 to
match the projected population growth becomes a
challenging task. This book will provide a timely
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update on the recent progress in our knowledge on all
aspects of plant's perception, signalling and
adaptation to a variety of environmental stresses
such as drought, salinity, temperature and pH
extremes, waterlogging, oxidative stress, and
pathogens.

Plant Sciences Reviews 2010
Soil salinity is a key abiotic-stress and poses serious
threats to crop yields and quality of produce. Owing
to the underlying complexity, conventional breeding
programs have met with limited success. Even
genetic engineering approaches, via
transferring/overexpressing a single ‘direct action
gene’ per event did not yield optimal results.
Nevertheless, the biotechnological advents in last
decade coupled with the availability of genomic
sequences of major crops and model plants have
opened new vistas for understanding salinityresponses and improving salinity tolerance in
important glycophytic crops. Our goal is to summarize
these findings for those who wish to understand and
target the molecular mechanisms for producing salttolerant and high-yielding crops. Through this
2-volume book series, we critically assess the
potential venues for imparting salt stress tolerance to
major crops in the post-genomic era. Accordingly,
perspectives on improving crop salinity tolerance by
targeting the sensory, ion-transport and signaling
mechanisms are presented here in volume 1. Volume
2 will focus on the potency of post-genomic era tools
that include RNAi, genomic intervention, genome
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editing and systems biology approaches for producing
salt tolerant crops.

Ion Channels and Plant Stress Responses
Role of mathematical models; Dynamic deterministic
models; Mathematical programming; Basic biological
processes; Growth functions; Simple dynamic growth
models; Simple ecological models; Envinment and
weather; Plant and crop processes; Crop models; Crop
husbandry; Plant diseases and pests; Animal
processes; Animal organs; Whole-animal models;
Animal products; Animal husbandry; Animal diseases;
Solutions exercises; Mathematical glossary.

Plant Salt Tolerance
Next Generation Plant Breeding
All aerial plant surfaces, including leaves, stems and
flowers are inhabited by diverse assemblages of
microorganisms, including filamentous fungi, yeasts,
bacteria, and bacteriophages. These organisms have
profound effects on plant health and thus impact on
ecosystem and agricultural functions. This book is
based on proceedings from the 8th International
Symposium on the mircobiology of aerial plant
surfaces, held in Oxford 2005. This is a five yearly
conference which brings together international
scientists and provides a unique opportunity to
discuss developments in this field.
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Plant Electrophysiology
An overview of all documented releases of exotic
invertebrate biological control agents (IBCAs) into
Europe, the book summarizes key information on 176
IBCAs released against 58 target pests, and includes a
summary chapter on releases in Europe over the past
110 years. The information is largely based on the
BIOCAT database, originally developed by the late D.J.
Greathead (former director of the International
Institute of Biological Control, now part of CABI) and
updated by CABI scientists.

Medicinal Plants and Environmental
Challenges
In the last half century, because of the raising world
population and because of the many environmental
issues posed by the industrialization, the amount of
arable land per person has declined from 0.32 ha in
1961–1963 to 0.21 ha in 1997–1999 and is expected
to drop further to 0.16 ha by 2030 and therefore is a
severe menace to food security (FAO 2006). At the
same time, about 12 million ha of irrigated land in the
developing world has lost its productivity due to
waterlogging and salinity. Waterlogging is a major
problem for plant cultivation in many regions of the
world. The reasons are in part due to climatic change
that leads to the increased number of precipitations
of great intensity, in part to land degradation.
Considering India alone, the total area suffering from
waterlogging is estimated to be about 3.3 million ha
(Bhattacharya 1992), the major causes of
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waterlogging include super- ous irrigation supplies,
seepage losses from canal, impeded sub-surface
drainage, and lack of proper land development. In
addition, many irrigated areas are s- jected to yield
decline because of waterlogging due to inadequate
drainage systems. Worldwide, it has been estimated
that at least one-tenth of the irrigated cropland
suffers from waterlogging.

Plant Abiotic Stress
Model studies focus experimental investigations to
improve our understanding and performance of
systems. Concentrating on crop modelling, this book
provides an introduction to the concepts of crop
development, growth, and yield, with step-by-step
outlines to each topic, suggested exercises and
simple equations. A valuable text for students and
researchers of crop development alike, this book is
written in five parts that allow the reader to develop a
solid foundation and coverage of production models
including water- and nitrogen-limited systems.

Inter-cellular Electrical Signals in Plant
Adaptation and Communication
Life presumably arose in the primeval oceans with
similar or even greater salinity than the present
ocean, so the ancient cells were designed to
withstand salinity. However, the immediate ancestors
of land plants most likely lived in fresh, or slightly
brackish, water. The fresh/brackish water origins
might explain why many land plants, including some
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cereals, can withstand moderate salinity, but only 1 –
2 % of all the higher plant species were able to rediscover their saline origins again and survive at
increased salinities close to that of seawater. From a
practical side, salinity is among the major threats to
agriculture, having been one of the reasons for the
demise of the ancient Mesopotamian Sumer
civilisation and in the present time causing huge
annual economic losses of over 10 billion USD. The
effects of salinity on plants include osmotic stress,
disruption of membrane ion transport, direct toxicity
of high cytoplasmic concentrations of sodium and
chloride on cellular processes and induced oxidative
stress. Ion transport is the crucial starting point that
determines salinity tolerance in plants. Transport via
membranes is mediated mostly by the ion channels
and transporters, which ensure selective passage of
specific ions. The molecular and structural diversity of
these ion channels and transporters is amazing.
Obtaining the detailed descriptions of distinct ion
channels and transporters present in halophytes,
marine algae and salt-tolerant fungi and then
progressing to the cellular and the whole organism
mechanisms, is one of the logical ways to understand
high salinity tolerance. Transfer of the genes from
halophytes to agricultural crops is a means to
increase salt tolerance of the crops. The theoretical
scientific approaches involve protein chemistry,
structure-function relations of membrane proteins,
synthetic biology, systems biology and physiology of
stress and ion homeostasis. At the time of compiling
this e-book many aspects of ion transport under
salinity stress are not yet well understood. The e-book
has attracted researchers in ion transport and salinity
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tolerance. We have combined our efforts to achieve a
wider, more detailed understanding of salt tolerance
in plants mediated by ion transport, to understand
present and future ways to modify and manipulate ion
transport and salinity tolerance and also to find
natural limits for the modifications.

Climate Change and Crop Production
Cold stress is one of the prevalent environmental
stresses affecting crop productivity, particularly in
temperate regions. Numerous plant types of tropical
or subtropical origin are injured or killed by nonfreezing low temperature, and display a range of
symptoms of chilling injury such as chlorosis,
necrosis, or growth retardation. In contrast, chilling
tolerant species thrive well at such temperatures. To
thrive under cold stress conditions, plants have
evolved complex mechanisms to identify peripheral
signals that allow them to counter varying
environmental conditions. These mechanisms include
stress perception, signal transduction, transcriptional
activation of stress-responsive target genes, and
synthesis of stress-related proteins and other
molecules, which help plants to strive through
adverse environmental conditions. Conventional
breeding methods have met with limited success in
improving the cold tolerance of important crop plants
through inter-specific or inter-generic hybridization. A
better understanding of physiological, biochemical
and molecular responses and tolerance mechanisms,
and discovery of novel stress-responsive pathways
and genes may contribute to efficient engineering
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strategies that enhance cold stress tolerance. It is
therefore imperative to accelerate the efforts to
unravel the biochemical, physiological and molecular
mechanisms underlying cold stress tolerance in
plants. Through this new book, we intend to integrate
the contributions from plant scientists targeting cold
stress tolerance mechanisms using physiological,
biochemical, molecular, structural and systems
biology approaches. It is hoped that this collection will
serve as a reference source for those who are
interested in or are actively engaged in cold stress
research.

The Sustainability of Rice Farming
Plants live in a constantly changing environment from
which they cannot physically escape. Plants therefore
need signalling and response mechanisms to adapt to
new local conditions. The ef?cacy of such mechanisms
underlies the plant performance during stress and
therefore also impacts greatly on agricultural
productivity. M- ulation of ion channel activity not
only provides a means for rapid signal generation 2+
but also allows adjustment of cellular physiology. For
example, Ca permeable ion 2+ channels can
transduce environmental stimuli into Ca -encoded
messages which can modify the gene expression.
Furthermore, ion channel activity is essential to
control cellular ion homeostasis that impacts on plant
responses to drought, salinity, pathogens, nutrient
de?ciency, heavy metals, xenobiotics and other
stresses. This volume focuses on the crucial roles of
different types of ion channel in plant stress
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responses. Functions of ion channels are discussed in
the context of mechanisms to relay external and
endogenous signals during stress and as mechanisms
to regulate cellular ion homeostasis and enzymatic
activities in the context of biotic and abiotic stress.
The chapters presented cover cation and anion
channels located in various cellular compartments
and tissues.

Cold Tolerance in Plants
& Quot;Plant Sciences Reviews 2010" provides
scientists and students in the field with timely
analysis on key topics in current research. Originally
published online in "CAB Reviews," this volume makes
available in printed form the reviews in plant sciences
published during 2010.

Communication in Plants
Plant pathology deals mainly with biotic phenomena
that interfere with the normal metabolism of plants.
Plants have developed mechanisms to deal with
pathogenic attacks, while at the same time,
pathogens are actively devising ways of overcoming
the plant defense systems. Plant pathologists have
been advancing their studies from morphological and
physiological to now molecular studies at the gene
level. There are various approaches for different
microorganisms and plants. This makes the study of
plant pathology diverse. This book, Advances in Plant
Pathology, attempts to investigate advances in viral,
fungal, bacterial, and other diagnostic molecular
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approaches in various plants.

Astrocyte
The idea of this book was born due to the rapid
increase of the interest in excellence of agricultural
production in the aspect of both – the quality of raw
material for food production as well as in the aspect
of environment protection. Agrophysics is a field of
science that focuses on the quality of agriculture as a
whole i.e. the interaction between human and
environment, especially the interaction between soil,
plant, atmosphere and machine. Physics with its laws,
principles and rules is a good tool for description of
the interactions, as well as of the results of these
interactions. Some aspects of chemistry, biology and
other fields of science are also taken under
consideration. This interdisciplinary approach can
result in holistic description of processes which should
lead to improvement of the efficiency of obtaining the
raw materials to ensure a sufficient amount of food,
safe for human health. This book could be regarded
as the contribution to this description. The reader can
find some basic as well, as more particular aspects of
the contemporary agriculture, starting with the soil
characteristics and treatment, plant growth and
agricultural products’ properties and processing.

Medicinal Plants and Natural Product
Research
This book contains current knowledge and the most
recent developments in the field of halophyte biology,
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ecology, and potential uses. Halophytes are
characterised as plants that can survive and complete
their life cycle in highly saline environments. This
book explores the adaptive mechanisms and special
features of halophytes that allow them to grow in
environments that are unsuitable for conventional
crops and considers their role as a source of food,
fuel, fodder, fibre, essential oils, and medicines.
Halophytes and Climate Change includes coverage of:
- Special morphological, anatomical, and physiological
features of halophytes - Ion accumulation patterns
and homeostasis in halophytes - Potential use of
halophytes in the remediation of saline soil - Growth
and physiological response and tolerance to toxicity
and drought - Mangrove ecology, physiology, and
adaptation Written by a team of international authors
and presented in full colour, this book is an essential
resource for researchers in the fields of plant
physiology, ecology, soil science, environmental
science, botany, and agriculture.

Advances in Agrophysical Research
Completely updated from the successful first edition,
this book provides a timely update on the recent
progress in our knowledge of all aspects of plant
perception, signalling and adaptation to a variety of
environmental stresses. It covers in detail areas such
as drought, salinity, waterlogging, oxidative stress,
pathogens, and extremes of temperature and pH. This
second edition presents detailed and up-to-date
research on plant responses to a wide range of
stresses Includes new full-colour figures to help
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illustrate the principles outlined in the text Is written
in a clear and accessible format, with descriptive
abstracts for each chapter. Written by an international
team of experts, this book provides researchers with
a better understanding of the major physiological and
molecular mechanisms facilitating plant tolerance to
adverse environmental factors. This new edition of
Plant Stress Physiology is an essential resource for
researchers and students of ecology, plant biology,
agriculture, agronomy and plant breeding.

Fruit Ripening
The soybean is a crop of global importance and is one
of most frequently cultivated crops worldwide. It is
rich in oil and protein, used for human and animal
consumption as well as for industrial purposes.
Soybean plants also play an important role in crop
diversification and benefit the growth of other crops,
adding nitrogen to the soil during crop rotation. With
contributions from eminent researchers from around
the world, The Soybean provides a concise coverage
of all aspects of this important crop, including
genetics and physiology, varietal improvement,
production and protection technology, utilization and
nutritional value.

Salinity Responses and Tolerance in
Plants, Volume 1
A team of authors from prestigious academic schools
contributed to draw up a project that would give a
detailed account of astrocyte's morphology and
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physiology, examining thoroughly all the astrocyte's
types; giving an accurate description of their
morphology, location, function in the brain; and
illustrating their physiology and pathology in terms of
dealing with neurons through "gliotransmitters," ionic
channels, and membrane receptors expression. This
book gives an overview of the crucial role of
astrocytes in the physiology of the CNS and in the
pathogenesis of several CNS disorders suggesting
that the shift from a neurocentric view to one that
incorporates astrocytes in disease models for drug
discovery is a critical step in renewing drug
development strategies to treat neurodegenerative
diseases.

Sex Hormones in Neurodegenerative
Processes and Diseases
The book Heat Shock Proteins and Stress provides the
most comprehensive review on contemporary
knowledge on the role of HSP in Stress. Using an
integrative approach to understanding the regulation
of HSP responses, the contributors provide a synopsis
of novel mechanisms by which HSP responses are
regulated under normal physiological and
pathophysiological conditions. Key basic and clinical
research laboratories from major universities and
academic medical hospitals around the world
contribute chapters that review present research
activity and importantly project the field into the
future. The book is a must read for researchers,
postdoctoral fellows and graduate students in the
fields of Translational Medicine, Clinical Psychologists,
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Human Physiology, Zoologists, Botanists,
Biotechnology, Molecular Medicine, Infectious
Diseases Experts and Pathologists.

Mathematical Models in Agriculture
This book discusses recent contributions focusing on
insect physiology and ecology written by experts in
their respective fields. Four chapters in this book are
dedicated to evaluating the morphological and
ecological importance and distribution of water
beetles, dung beetles, weevils, and tabanids, while
two others investigate the symbiotic relationships
between various insects and their associations with
bacteria, fungi, or mites. Two other chapters consider
insecticide detoxification, as well as insect defense
mechanisms against infections. The last two chapters
concentrate on insects as sustainable food. This book
targets a wide audience of general biologists, as well
as entomologists, ecologists, zoologists, virologists,
and epidemiologists, including both teachers and
students in gaining a better appreciation of this
rapidly growing field.
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